Applying Law 38 by joining female-focused institutions to further
your own interests?
15 upvotes | 10 October, 2015 | by InscrutablePUA
As I'm sure many of you are aware, in today's world, there is no end of gynocentric institutions and
programs to further the advancement of female interests. These can be broadly broken down into
government, private sector, and unviersity-based institutions and programs. Some examples of these are
female-only scholarships, company specific programs to increase female-hiring and retention, programs
to give more leeway to mothers, and student organizations that focus on women in male-dominated fields
(eg. Society of Women Engineers).
My question: would a man who is focused on gaining more power for himself be wise to join some of
these institutions or programs, even if he doesn't believe in them, to further his own position (Law 38)?
Would a man who, by outward appearances, enthusiastically supports and furthers female causes gain
power in the workplace? For example, if a man were to join a program or organization at work like "XYZ
Company Women Matter" in an administrative or leadership role, would he become a better candidate for
promotion?
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Comments
MakesYouFeelWeird- • 15 points • 10 October, 2015 09:37 PM

TLDR: women love drama and complaining. It is not worth the daily stress. Just find a different less risky way
to gain power since all it would take is a few words from a scornful woman for you to loss everything.
That is unlikely but possible. Let me tell you it is very difficult to work with woman. At my workplace there is a
reason men choose the afternoon and night shifts and the woman choose the day shifts. It is a natural separation
because they always try to get you to do part of their work for them while complaining about everything. You
will hear them bitch about each other, the boss and even you behind your back. Plus you would have to walk on
eggshells given the fact even an unattractive pigs "rape claim or sexual harassment" claim can fuck you over. I
have seen it happen. Its just not worth the stress for the very little power you will gain. Stick to working with
men unless you have something wrong with your ears then just turn down or off your hearing aid.
sir_wankalot_here • 5 points • 10 October, 2015 11:58 PM

I think you can only pull that one off completely if you are gay. The women need a lot of carrot and stick. And
the gay guy can do this. This is probably why the best event organizers like for models or talent shows are gays.
So the gay guy does carrot by saying something like "Maritha love your hair girl you look so sexy". But then 30
seconds later one girl is dragging her ass " Anabelle darling, I know your tired from sucking his cock all night,
but move your sexy ass, its show time girl show time"
Then ofcourse if they get called on any of it they play the homo card. So if it is a girl who calls them "Girl you
are just jealous because I can suck cock better then you", if it is a guy "Ohhhh I love it big boy when you get all
aggressive, your coming on to me now aren't you ?"
HappyScribe • 5 points • 11 October, 2015 02:00 AM

Start a company offering sensitivity and diversity training to businesses?
Become a politician and make sure you're seen backing the "correct" causes.
Become a journalist and be pro-feminist.
ransay3277 • 4 points • 11 October, 2015 12:28 AM

This would not work in the real world. A man cannot go against his true nature. Even though his end game is to
gain more power, he would not be able to pull it off because it is a false commitment. Try anything you despise
doing for any length of time and you will fail at it. You may put on a false face, but after awhile cracks will
appear in your armor. Your "false face" will soon crack and bleed.
No my friend; a man who constantly puts on a false front against his beliefs or nature will soon be one miserable
son of a bitch.
Chrience • 3 points • 11 October, 2015 02:16 AM*

Cognitive Dissonance is the name given to this ; when someone acts against what they believe for a
prolonged time. The sensation is almost like trying to hold your breath under water.
When a woman's beliefs change to more conservative values as she approaches the Wall she faces the same
situation regarding what to think of her slutty past ,which directly conflict with her new found beliefs given
to her by the feminine Hivemind, of purity being important for a husband. She usually copes with the guilt
by reassociating, making it 'not count since he didn't finish/was a blowjob/didn't like him.' Its the Art Of The
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Hamster. It's also an important process of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy in dealing with phobias.
If you ever find yourself in a situation where you're forced to act against your beliefs, just take a leaf from
women's book. Reframe the event to connect with your values in a positive way. I find that it does help you
to survive the ordeal much longer.
OneRedYear • 3 points • 11 October, 2015 06:19 PM

That's also why you find so many 30somethings finding Jesus all of sudden. I watched all the whores in
my circle get decent jobs, husbands (if they can land one) and lots of Jesus They all pretend their old slut
life doesn't count now and they can brand new people.
Hang10Dude • 3 points • 11 October, 2015 04:50 PM

It burns a lot of energy to "fake it."
I just don't care any more.
[deleted] • 2 points • 11 October, 2015 10:15 AM

Considered joining churches to number up non-slooty girls, seems like a good concept, better chance of meeting
decent (LTR potential) girls than the nightclub/bar scene (fucking lmao @ phaggots who met their GF in a club,
good luck with that).
larrythetomato • 1 point • 11 October, 2015 01:28 AM

Would a man who, by outward appearances, enthusiastically supports and furthers female causes gain power
in the workplace?
Thinking about this pragmatically, going through the various options. Note that there is more 'rational' males and
females in higher positions. There is a bias towards irrational females because of affirmative action.
If your higher boss (boss's boss) is a feelings based female (95% females), would you gain power? No because
they are looking for other things like whether they are attracted to you or not. The reason why trp and the PUA
community never suggests the become a male feminist strategy is because it does not build attraction. In this
case you will make it worse on yourself.
If you higher boss is a feelings based male (80% males), would you gain power? No, because he is looking for
himself, and whether you are a friend (this is why most people tell you to move diagonally, the guy above you is
so scared that you are stealing his job, so much so that he won't allow you to become his friend). Enthusiastic
public female support is neutral.
If your higher boss is a rational male or female (5% females, 20% males). Then they are actually looking at your
skills, including work skills, experience and social skills. Again, enthusiastic public female support is neutral.
Looking at the possible options, the EPFS strategy is weakly dominated by the "doing nothing" strategy. This
means that it is worse in at least one case, and neutral in all other cases.
Hang10Dude • 1 point • 11 October, 2015 04:50 PM

It burns a lot of energy to "fake it."
I just don't care any more.
grachuss • 1 point • 11 October, 2015 04:22 AM

The head cheerleader fucks the captain of the football team, not a male cheerleader.
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[deleted] • 1 point • 11 October, 2015 07:21 AM

In this day and age anything is possible.
HappyScribe • 1 point • 11 October, 2015 02:11 PM

No, the male cheerleader become President of the USA.
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